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kindergarten pupils are not included. 4_ _

I. INTRODUCTION ree

This report explores some issues in the distribution of educational
7.

P

services to students in the tri-county area and Michigan as a whole.

Specifically,-it examines_the allocation_of. two .important indices of

educational opportunity measured by the State Department of Education's

Educational'Assessment Program: classroom teachers per 1000 pupils, and

pro issional instructional staff per 1000 pupil+
-,

:''First, it analyzes disparities in the provision of these services

white and minority students in the State and 'ri- county area. Secondly,

itemplores the Constitutional implicatiOns of the distribution of these

resoffs111,.

The report finds that, in terms of the selected resources, minority

.students fare worse than white students in the tri-county area and the

State as a whole. The report concludes that this disparate treatment

way deny minority school children equal protection of the laws.

II. 7.1E DATA

The-Michigan Educationa Assess ent Program (NEAP) was initiated

Ily-the State Board,of-Educat on, and au horized by statute. MCLA 388.1081

Its purpose is provide informa on useful both to citizens

and educat re in ith oving education for Michige. Reading and mathematics

achievement tests are administered to fourth and seventh graders each year.

In addition, "!mmaa resource" data for the local districn is compiled

from what is commonly known as the Fourth Friday Report (Form DS 4061).

Teachers per 1000 pupils, as measured by the MEAD, represents

the number of elementary and secondary classroom teachers per 1000 pupils

in grades 1-12. Kindergarte teachers, special education teachers and

non-classroom teachers are excluded. Similarly, special education and
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ProfeSsional instructional staff per 100Q pupils includes elementary
and secondary staff in.the following categories: principals, assistant

___principals-,--other-adminiStrators, consultants and supervisors, classroom
.3.

teachers, librarians,
audio-visual staff, guidance personnel and school

counselors, psychological staff, radio:.and television
instructional staff,

, teachers of the
homebound and other instructional staff.

It is the
availability of these "human resources" that is analyzed

in this report.

A.
Tri-County Areal

1. Teachers Per 1000

0
In the

tri-county.area, teachers per 1000 pupils range from.:

%-
a low of 36.1 in

Pontiac to a high of 53.5 in Taylor. The district
average for the tri-county area is

approximately,42.1. Detroit, with
36.9 teachers, per 1000 pupils,

ranks fifth from the bottom of 82 districts.The effect of this distribution on the minority
student. population of thetri-county area is summarized

in charts I and 2. Ninety -percent of the
minority student

population of the area as a whble goes to schools in
Detroit and Pontiac, Thus, nearly 90 percent of the

areats.minotity
students attend school in districts which rank in the lowest sixth
percentile in classroom teachers per 1000 pupils.

Slightly less than20 percent of the white
population attend school in these lowest five

districts.

1The tri-county area, Wayne, Oakland and Macomb counties, contains over
900,000 students: nearly 45 Percent of the student population of the
state as a whole.

5
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At the top of the scale are Taylor (53.5), Qak Park (50.5);v_

River Rouge (50.2),,_Dearborn (48.6) and Southfield 07,31. These

districts contain nearly nine percent of the white population of the

tri-county area, but contain less than one percent of the minority

population.

If teachers per 1000 are inverted to yield pupil-teacher ratios,

the data indicates that those who go to school in the lowest five

districts have a pupil-teacher ratio of nearly 28 to 1 whereas those

in the top fiye districts have a pupil-tea6her ratio of 20 to 1.

district average is approximately 24 to 1.

Translating percentages into probability, the probability of a

minority child ,going to school in districts with the 5 lowest pupil-

teacher ratios is 4.5 times greater than that for a white child.

Conversely, the probability of a white child going to school in'districts

with the five higfrist pupil-teacher ratios is 9 times greater than that

for a minority child.

Between the sixth and ninety-fourth percentile are 71 percent
A

of the tri-county white students and 9 percent of the tri-county minority

students. Thus, the probability of a white child attending school in

these districts is 8 times greater than that for a minority child.

In terms of the racial composition of the tri-county area, one

finds that, although minority students comprise only 26 percent of the

tri-county minority student population, they comprise approximately

60 percent of the students in the lowest five districts. Conversely,

minority students comprise only three percent of students in the top,

five districts and approximately five percent of students in the

middle range. to .
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Moreover, if teachers hired with federal Title I fiunds2 are1.,

excluded from the calculation,3 Pontiac and Detroit, and thus 90percent
a

of the area's minority students; rank first and second from,the bottom

in the tri-county area. Because Title I monies are intended to be

compensatory ix; nature and not -to provide a substitute for state

Provided resources, it is appropriate in looking at the State's allocation

of resources to discount teachers hired with these'lunds. In addition,

exclusion of Title I teachers widens the gap between Detroit and Pontiac

and loth the tri-county average and districts at the top. Thug Pontiac

drops from 36.1 to 34.6 and Detroit drops frob 36.9 to 114.9. The tri-

county meats drops '.ess dramatically from 42.1 to 41.4. The top two

districts, Taylor and Oak Park, drop from 53:0 to S2.5 and 50.3 to 50.2

respectively, thus leaving a gap of over 15 teachers per 1000 pupils

between the bottom and top two districts.

2. Professionals Per 1000

With respect to professio:kinstructional staff per 1000,

pupils, the situation in the to - county area is much the same.4 Detroit
0

and Pontiac rise to below the lowest 15th percentile at 43.9 and 44.5

respectively. Oak Park is first at 65 and the loal district mean is

approximately 49.4.
GO

220 USG 241 a

4

3Calculations for each district teachers per 1000,pupils were adjusted by
taking the number of full tire equivalent teachers hired per 1000
students with Title I funds. Source: Department of Education data
printout for Product Evaluation Forms RE 4317. Although this data is
for 1973-74, it is reasonable to assume that Title l staffing patterns

have not changed.

4Because teachers are a part of this measure, the similarity in rankings
1C.Cr.Mrloolint.
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The effect of these rankings on the minority population is

O

summarized in charts 3 and 4. Again, approximately 90 percent of tri-

county-minority pupils go to school in districts whose professional

instructional staff per 1000 ranks in the lowest 15th percentile, whereas

only 23 percent of the white population attends schools in similar

districts. This means that students attending school in the lowest 15th

percentiledistrictsareapproximinority students.

At 'the top fifteenth percentile are nearly 12 percent of the white

population and approximately 4.5 fercentof the minority population.'

In term Of the total racial composition, less than 11 percent of

this group are minority students, although, as noted above, 26 percent,

ofthe area population are minority students. The statistics concerning

the top fifteenth percentile in professional instructional stiff are

particularly important because they .include both River Rouge and Highland

Park, two districts with sui;stantial.percentages of minority students.

It is important to recognize, however, that these districts contain less

than four percent of the tri-county minority population. Thus, in terms

of total numbers, they do little to affect the total tri-county picture.

Looking at the middle range, the 16th to 85th percentile, one

finds nearly 65 percent of the white population but only fivepercent of

the minoqtyrpopulation. The percentage of minority students in this

groUp is slightly over 2 percent.

B. State-Wide

1. Teachers Per 1000

Statewide, Detroit and Pontiac both rank below the fifth
4

percentile ranking of 37.3 teachers per 1000. Districts with teachers
A

per 1000 pupil ratios of 51.0 or above rank in the highest fifth

CV
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..
percentile. Whe statewide average is 43.2. The significance of statewide

0 - I
.

- .

J
data*for the minority population is shown in charts 5 and 6, At the

statewide 1 vel, the Detroit and Pontiac districts comprise approximately

60perd/ eiofthetotalnrinoritystudentpopulation.liowever, merely

4,2Percent of the State's white studefit population attend schools in

these districts. Thus the piobnbility of a minority student attending

schopi in these districts lb five times greater than tha.for a whitt' .

child.
z

In terms of statewide total racial composition, while about

16 percent of the State's total are minority students, nearly 48 percent

of students in the ldWest fifth percentile and "minority students.
'to

Many smaller districts are found at the other end of the scale,

the highest fifth percentile. These districts contain approximately two

percent of the white population, and approximately 0.4 percent of the

minority population. Minority students comprise approximately 5 percent

of this grOUp of students.

In the middle range are over 85 percent of the State's white

student population but less than 40 percent of the minority population.

, The chance of a'minority student attending school in the middle range

is less than half that fr.. 1 white child. Less than eight percent

of this middle range ari m!..norit'y students.

2. Professionals ?er 1000

Detroit and Poltiac are, as in the tri-county area, in the

lowest 15th percentile statewide. Districts With professionals per

1000 of 54.1,orabove ar6 in the highest 15th percentile. The statewide

mead is 49.4.

9
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distDicts at the irwest 1:)th pempnt:ele, there are, as

w tit classroem teachcrg per 1/000; approxiimtely 60 percent of the

State's minority students. Only 19 percent of the Stdte'.it white

, .

students attend school in these districts. Tlus the probability of

a minority child attending school In these districts is three times

greater than that for a whtte erT5I C he racial compcnItion of this

Troup, s c percent minority students compared with 16 percent

statewide.

At the other cad qf the spectrum, the' highest 15th percentile,

one fincs.opproximatcry 12 percent of the white and 12 petcent ot the
.

bla$k population. Thus, the,, racial composition of this group is'

4simflar to t:o cate as whole--84 percent wilt to and ,16 pereeht7

mlnoricy stucknts:

he top 15tb percentile statistics-, 1101.:evilt, are somewhat

misleadipg. Flint, w,blch accounts for nearly 50-percent of the

minority ;:tdehts in tnis group, is elevated in the ranking by

prefesniohals hired 'f.tit federal. Title 1 funds. Thus Flint,-which

.has 54.7 ptofessionals per,1000, hires 1.8 professionals pe5/1000,with

Title 1 funds. {Broke vost of the districts in tlie highest 15,th

percentile gonerally.rect.i.P. leuerial funds per pupil than nint,

and therefore hire ?c;s:cel, LI is reasonable. to assume that

Flint would drop

'Ftint rdnks
per pepfl.. -

below Flint.
While data for
data indicate ;111a7

than .6 proft

Flint would drop in tA'

11.re6stributed federal. tande
T- 15th percentile tanx far

t Lo pt. of Education t.1974).
Pt+. i-oen obtained, tri-eounty

J'4-.h percentile hire less

1k,,.1y, therefore, that

4
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- if Flint is e.; lu,+t;t from the 131.n percentile, only 6 pci,,ext

.of the..mitorit.., tadenc popu.tatson x;ould found in this 1-oup..

4
Ir,L6.'7.1.Lon, racLai woul. chan,,,e from 84,percent ite,

16 pec.!nt 7.5 ..4pp-far:i;ti.ti:ly.- ;.$fs-'= witlite,*i..%*pe rcent

minx r 1 7, t

tuc.m:ddle ranr6 the si:.,teenth throts4 the eighcv-tikth
a

.
:

porcnurlie arc 69 VercenL bf the whiCe populatiol and 28 ;eizent. of

the blatk p42j.7ation, -Me raoial composition of this group is

approNJulate)7 7 percent black.

C. SUramarr,

'The analysis rresonted in the forei.oinc 3:-:ctions is, of coursl!

only one way of czaldwing the Other analya..,s'are possible,

including some? far mon- sophistitc,.1 ttlan Indertalton here. However,

there is no, escap:ing tnet;..ct triat,a minority ;..tJdent in the tri-

county area today 1.5 4.5 tires more_likoly den a wit ,,tuden: to

s'zhool in 2 dic.trl,:.t with 28

Conversely, a -white sL'ident is 9 tirhyl al

to be attendini; school in a dist:jot with

every teacher. In between these extremes

expected, the vast majority of ti-.e white

however, tragically, only nine percent of

population are as fortunate.'

pupils for every teacher.

likolv as a minority

as few as 20 pupils for

, one finds, os-baghL be

3

student popuLation (70 percent);

the area's minority student

6Flint is left Ln the upper15t4 percentilc for the purpo.-7.e of the
calculation.

11

a

c
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When teachers lunded with federal Title I fUpds are factored

out, the disparities becode even more shocking.

Finally, when the analysis, is expanded to the State level,

the patterns found for the tricopnty Area are repeatedwith only

a minor variation in the disparities.
r

, .

..
q,.... :

III. LEGAL ANALYSIS
.,

. k -- , ..._ .-
The purpose of this section is to analyze the State's legal .

responsillity to pr&Vide.for a eyatem of educational s vices which does
.

rvices

.

''not result in_any significant disparity.in service offeritzs between
\ e 1.

minority and nom-minority students. The analysis will consider the

,Staters general responsibility for providing, educational. services, the
e

requirements of the fourteenth amendment for providing equal educationdl

opportunity0 AMZ the meaning of these ikuirements for the present system*ft

of providing educational services in' Michigan.

A. TheStatie2sk2onsioviding Educational Services

Under Michigan 3Aii, respOnsibilityior providing a free public

.school education rests, by constitutional mandate, with the State.

Const., Art 8 0 2. Michigan courts repeatedlihave=phasized

that education in.Michigan.is a State-responsibility.

Control of Our-public school system is a" state matter delegated
and lodged in the State Legislature.by,the Congtitution. The
policy of the State has been to retain control of its school"
system, to be administered throughout the State under Spate laws
by local State agencies organized with plenary powers tO carry
out the delegated 'functions given it- -by the Legislature.

School District of Lansing v Stdte Board of Education, 367 Mich 591,

595 (196*.
12

,

4
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Further, the qtate responSibility for education in Michigan

is recognized in uany acts of the legislatUte., The State extensively

controls the financing of e'dt:cation. xis legislawre provides a substantial

portiofi of most school districts' operating budgets with funds appropriated

from the State's general Lund revenues raised through state-wide taxation.

MLA 388.1101. The State's power of the purse can be and is in fact used

to enforce dle State's powers over local school districts. MCLA 340: 75
1

(providing for pro --rata forfeiture Of State aid funds for school years

less than 180 days). in addition, although local school districts obtain
N

funds through local property taxation, the State has the responsibility

to assure 'that all property aluations are-equalized throughout the entire--

state. MCLA 211.34 and 310.681. ,The Stte_also has established standards

for teaches certification and teacher tenure, MCLA 340.569 and 340.851;

determines the mina-mum qualifications of local school superintendents,

MCLA 34%573; determines part of the required curriculum, MC4A 3,0.361,
c

388.371, 340.781 and 340.762; sets the minimum school term MCLA 340.575;1.

approves buS routes, equipment, and drivers, MCLA.388.1171; approves

textboolcs, MCI:, 340.887; and estab/ishcs procedures for student discipline,

Op. Attorney General No. 4705, July 7,..1970; has the power to merge and

.consolidate school districts or transfer property from one district to

` another without the conse,t of the local school districts affected,

"MCJ.,A 340.401 .415, 340.431 - 340.461 - .468.

As the foregoing demonstrates, whatever the State-local relation-

, -

ship otpubl.j.c education i,n other parts of the United State's, it is

,

clear that in Michigan local school Joards and districts are mere

agents of and subordinate to the :it.:4te.

1'3
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B. What Is Required by the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause

The fourteenth amendment provides 'that "(n)o State shall ...

deny to any person the equal protection of the laws."

Wherever state treatment of- persons or groups creates either

a "suspect classification
ft or impinges, upon a "fundamental constitutional

right," courts will examine the statutory scheme by a rigid standard of

review known as "strict scrutiny." Examples of classifications which courts

have traditionally regarded as "suspect classifications" are race, alienage

and ancestry. Sed Lovinly. Virginia, 388 U.S.1(1967'; Graham v. Richardson,
_

403'U.S. 365 (1971); andKorematsu .Unitcd_States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944).

Examples of fundamental rights include: voting, Lexpolds v. Sims, 377 U.S.

533 (1964), the right to travel interstate, Shapiro v. Thom son, 394

U.S. 618 (1969); and the right to procreate, Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 /

U.S. 535 (1942).

A merely reasonable relationship between the difference in treatment

I

and a legitimate goveinmental interest will not, salvage the scheme under'.

attack. Rather, it must be shown by the state that the Classification

is necessary tb further a, compelling state interest...

a

4V
C. Racial Discrimination in the Provision of Educational Services

.
Given qp statistical information supplied in Section II, it

appears that Michigan's system for providing educational services has a dis-

criminatory impact on minority groups in 1,lolation of the equal protection

clause of the fourteenth amendment. This racially discriminatory effect

creates a suspect classification and thus the state must show a compelling

state interest in maintaining the ,disparity In educational services.

y'

14
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This situation is thus clearly distinguishable from the recent

United States Supreme Court decisiva, San Antonio Independent School

District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).

In Rodriguez it Was contended Chat: (1) a system of school

e

estate:based upon local levies against -real estat enabled those school
1

listricts with a high real estate valuation to raise and spend more revel,,

per pupil than those districts with a comparatively low total real estate

valUation; (2), as a rule, children of the more affluent tended to live in

school diStricts with high real estate valuation as opposed to Children

of povertystricken families who tended to live in districts with low

real estate valuation; (3) that the amount of money expended per pupil in d

school system has an effect upon the quality' of education delivered to

the children; and (4) that edpcetion was a fundamental right without

which a citizen cannot effectively exercise the rights and duties of

citizenship and therefore the equal protection clause should compel
4

the state to spend the same amount of money on each of its children for

the purpose of education. In rejecting this argument, the Court indicated

it would not apply the "strict scrutiny" test because education was not a

"fundamental interest" and becaust treating students from distriCts with

relatively low taxable wealth differently from others did not create a

"suspect classification." The Court, of course, clearly recognized that

it was.not dealing with a racial discrimination case, that is, a case

involving a "suspect classification."

It should be clear.i.that this is not a case in which the
challenged state action must be subjected to the searching
judicial scrutiny reserved for laws that create suspect
clasdifications or impinge upon constitutionallyspkotected
rights.

411 U.S. at 40: 15
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Further, the court impliediy recognized that, had it applied

the standard of review requiring strict scrutiny, it would have reached

a different result.

Texas virtually concedes that its historically rooted dual
system of financing education could not withstand the' strict
scrutiny that this court has found appropriate in reviewing
legislative judgments that interfere with fundamental con-
stitutional rights or that involve suspect classifications.

411 U.S. at 16.

Thus, the principles enunciated in Rodriguez do not condone a

system for distributing educational services whi/h has an adverse

impact on minority school children. Those court:s which have found

racial discrimination in the allocation of educational services have

required the state to equalize rescurces between white and minority

children, even without a showing of a cause-effect relationship

between the particular disparitie, and actual educational attainment..

Long before the Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of

Education 347 U.S. 483 (1954), outlawing segregaticn in the public schools,

courts which condoned the maintenance of separate schools for. black and

white children commanded that these sehools be equal. in Sweatt v.

Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1956, the Suprs.mie Court held that a black student

should be admitted to the University of Texas Law school, notwithstanding

the fact that Texas had established a separate law school for black

students. Previously, the Texas-trial court had given .the sta::e. six

months to es,tablish a separate ip school with substantiully equivalent

facilities. After a time, the State dil open separate lair school

and both the tiial court and Texas Appellate Court found the new

la* school sufficient. The U.S. `Supreme Court reversed, holding that

°16
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faculty, variety of courses and opportunity for
specializition, size of the student body, scope of the
library, availability of law review ,and similar activities, -
the University of Texas Law School is superior. What is
more important, the University of Texas Law School possesses
to a far greater degree those qualities which are incapable
of objective measurement but which make for greatness in a
law school. Such qualities, to name a few, include reputation
of the faculty, experience of the administration, position and
influence of the'alumni, standing in the community, traditions
and prestige. It is difficult to believe that one who had'a
free choice between these schools would consider the question
close.

339 U.S. at 633-34.

Lower courts which dealt with claimed inequities in segregated_ /

primary and secondary education prior to Brown I employed ' achmore

specific criteria than those used in Sweatt. In Corbin-v. the

County School Board of Pulaski County, 177 F. 2d 924 (4th Cir 1949),

the court noted differences in course offerings, laboratories and shop

facilities, monetary value of equipment, presence and lack of auditoriums

and gymnasiums, in finding that white facilities were superior to those

attended by black school children. In Carter v. School Board of Arlington'

County Virginia, 182 '.2nd 531 4th Cir (1950), the court noted similar factors

in finding that black schools were inferior to those attended by. white

children.

In Blue v. Public School District, 95 F. Stipp. 441 (H.D.V.C. 1951),

differences were found in black and white school systems. Of particular

interest is the court's finding that white schools were less overcrowded

and consequently that white children enjoyed better supervision, greater

extra curricular activities, and more frequent individual attention. In

Pitts v. The Board of Trustees oC DeWitt Snecial School District, 84 F.

Supp. 973 (E.D. Ark 1945), the court considered the situation of black'

stude tts required to attend it school with wily a "C" academic rating, whileo e

the white school located In the district enjoyed, an "A" academic rating.
17
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The court noted

that there has been no showing here that any of the
children of the plaintiffs, or any other children have suffered
actual damage to their education by attending the "C" rated
school, or that, they would have obtained any better education
at a school of higher grade.

Notwithstanding plaintiffs' inability to prove actual harm, the court

required that defendants within a reasonable time improve the-facilities

of the class C school so that its rating would bq increased to a grade A

level.

More recently, in Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401, 497 (DDC 1967)

modified sub nom, Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F. 2d 175 (D.,,C. Cir 1969), the court\

observed that "if whites and blacks are to be consigned to separate schools

pursuant to whatever policy, the minimum the Constitution will require and

guarantee is that for their objectively measurable aspects these schools be

run on the basis of real equality." (emphasis added)?

In Keyes v: School District No. 1, 313 F. Supp,(D. Colo. 1970), the'

trial,Court was concerned with differences in services between

predominantly minority core city schools and white schools in the rest

0

7
The court also found that the infusion of federal educational dollars

;cannot compensate for discriminatory effects, observing, that the federal
aid to education statutOs "are manifestly intended to provide extraordinary
services at the slum schools, not merely to compensite for inequities

produced by local school boards in favor of their middle income schools. Thus
they cannot be regarded as curing any inequities for which the board is
otherwise responsible." Further support for this view is offered by a series
of decisions prohibiting deductions from state aid-for districts receiving
impacted area aid. These cases have held that such aid is intended as special .

assistance to local educational agencies and that to permit a reduction in
state aid would violate ,the Congressional intent. Douglas Ind. School Dist.
#3 v. Jorgenson, 293 F. Supp. 849 (1968), Hergenreter v. Haden, 295 F. sup,
251 (1968), Shepheardv. Godwin, 280 F. Supp. (1968), Carlsbad Union. School
Dist v. Rafferty, 300 F. Supp.. 434 (1969). Affirmed 429 F. 2d 337 (1970).
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of the city. Among those variables the court was concerned with were

teacher experience, building facilities, - dropout rate, .and teacher turnover.

The court concluded that, even though these were not de jure segregated

-
schools requiring desegregation, equalization of services was required:

The present state. of the law is that separate educational
facilities (of the de facto variety) may be maintained, but a
fundamental and absolute requisite is that these shall be equal.
Once it is found that these separate facilities are unequal in
the quality of education, it is probable that a constitutional
Violation exists. This probability becomes almost conclusive
where minority groups are concerned.

Today a-school board is not constitutionally required to
integrate schools which have beLm, segregated_ because of the
effect of racial housing patterns on the neighborhood school
system. However, if the school board chooses not to take
positive steps to alleviate de facto segregation, it must
at a minimum insure that schools offer an equal educational
opportunity.

313 P. Supp 61, at 83 (1970) . The Court of Appeals affirmed on this issue,

445 F 2d 990 (1971); the U.S. Supreme Court did not rule on this issud

of the Denver litigation.

Most recently in Brown v. Board of Education of Chicago, 386 F. Supp.

110 (D Ill. 1974), the court accepted as evidence. of discrimination objective

data showing an expenditur'e differential of eight percent between non-
e

Caucasian and Caucasian schools L11_1969-70 and 1970-71. The court noted

that,: while the expenditure differential was small in amount, it was significant

because it was "caused by the clustering of education benefits such as

smaller classes and more educated, experienced teachers in:white schools."

386 F. Supp., at 125. The,case is particularly noteworthy in two respects.

First, with respect to Rodriguez, supra, the court notes:

The Rodrigues: decision does not change the standard
of review of state action there the aggrieved party can
prove racial discrimination. Since, race is -a suspect

classification, siich state tr!tion oust be measured under
-the compelling seate interest eest.

386 F. Supp. at 117.
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The court went on to note that Rodriguez "supports the position

here of the class of students who claim to have been discriminated against

on the, basis of race." 386 F. Stipp. at 118'.

Secondly, the court indicated that it would not be necessary to

demonstrate the effect of differential expenditures on the educational

N\process, noting:

..even if money had no clear impact on the quality of
education, the equal protection clause would still require'
-With resket_to race that all students be afforded the same
chance to discover that fact for themselves.,

386 :F.Supp. 121, n.3.

For o-ve:r-25 years, in both the old "separate but equal" cases,

and in-more recent decisions, objective measures of educational services

have been employed to determine whether minorities are receiving an

equal educational opportunity as required the equal_protection clause

of the fourteenth amendment.

D. The Use of Statistical Data in Proving Racial Discrimination in

Other Contexts

Statistical data has been wIdely.used in proving racial dis-

crimination in violation of the equal protection clause of the fourteenth

amendment. As the court observed in State of Alabama v. United States,

304 F 2d 583, at 586 ,(1962) :

In the prbblem of,racial discrimination, statistics
ilften tell much, and courts listen.

One line of precedent which demonstrates that statistical

evidence alone can support a finding of prima fine racial discrimination

is found in jury Selection cases. The leading case in this area is

Norris v. Alabama, 294 U.S. 587 (1934). There the Court took note of

the proportion of'blacks on grand and petit Juries in relation to the

20
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proportion of blacks in the general opulation, and held that the

petitioners had established a prima facie case of racial discrimination

in the selection of juries. The Norris approach has been followed in

.several jury selection cases: Wilitus v. Virginia, 385 U.S. 545 (1946);

Simms V. Virginia, 389 U.S. 404_(;90); Tuner . Fouche, 39.6 U.S. 346

(1969); and Carter v. Jury Commission, 396 U.S..320 (1970). ID Carter,

the court upheld the district court's finding of a violation of the equal

protection clause where evidence showed that, in a courty with a population

of approximately '65 percent black residents, the jury selection list was

composed of only 32 percent potential black jurors.

A similar analysis can be found in the field of employment

discrimination. The leading case is Crios v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424

(1971). holding that when a statistical proof was made that employment

practices, including intelligence tests, discriminated against blacks,

the burden of proof shifts co the defendant company to :how that the

/ questioned practice or test is related to job performance. In the more

recent case of Afro- American Patrolman's League v. Duck, 503 F. 2d 294

4
(6th Cis; 1974),. as to the issue of the usefulness of Statistics in

proving ralial,discrimination in the employment discrimination area, the
N.

court observed: ,

Although the district court in this T.4sOpe!zificaiy.
rested its finding art ,a combiu tion of stiSO.cs-ankL,ther
evidence, we note-that:Nat least. two circuits have held that
a prima facie case of dis iminot7on is 1,irinz may be made
on statistics alone. (empha is added)

503 F. 2d, at 299.

In the employin2nt discriminatlOg fielo, most cases ,r4 brought

under Title VII of the 'l964 Civ,:4.1.figh.:s Act and n under the equal

protection clause of the f:ourteenth amendment. 'Yet in e case of

21



United States v Chesterfield County School District, Chesterfield County

South Carolina,*484 F 2d 70 .(4th Cir 1973) the Fourth Circuit addressed

itself specifically to this issue:

Of course, Griggs, Robinson and Moody were decided under
Title VII of the Civil tights Act of 1964 and the instant
case arises under the fourteenth amendment. But it has been
held, and we think correctly, that the test of validity under
Title VII is not different from the test of validity unti.Ir the
fourteenth amendment. (several citations).

Equally in Morrow v Crisler, 479 F 2d 960.(5th Cir _973), it

was held that the fact that there were no black patrolmen on the state

force of Mississippi Which had a black,population of 36.7 percent was

sufficient to support the conclusion of the District Court that the hiring

practices of the dep. :tment violated the equal protection clause of the

fourteenth amendment.

With respect tb employment in public education, statistical

evidence has proved persuasive in evaluating faculty assignment

Numerous courts have held that, where it is possible to identify a school

merely by the racial composition of its faeulEy, such facts establish a

priT111f.cie case of racial discrimination in the assignment of'faculty

and staff. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Bd of Educ, 402 U.S. 1 (1971);

Davis v. Board of School Commissioners 402 U.S. 33 (1971).

E. Purpose, Motive and Effect

Finally, it should be noted that courts examining cases alleging

racial discrimination have based their decisions on results and effects

rather than the presence o't absence of discriminatory intent. Thus,

even if it is established that a legislative scheme is carried out in

the complete absence of intentional discrimination, this fact alone will

not render c&iatitutional a system with discriminatory impact or effect.

22
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The.unequal treatment in the distribution of educational services

experienced by Michigan's minority students is theffect of t state-.

controlled system of financing public educativa. Thus, whether or not

the legislature intended to discriminate, is no:. the appropriate test for

a violation of the equal protection clause.

As the U.S. Supreme Court observed in Wright v. Council of the

City of Emporia, 407 U.S. 451 (1912):

.% '

...as we said in Palmer v. Thompson 403 U.S._217, 225 it is
difficult to determine the sole or dominant motivation-behind
the choices of a group of legislators
The existence of a permissible purpose cannot sustain an
action that has an impermissible effect.

Similarly, where a statistical disparity was shown in th,.%

furnishing of some municipal services to black and white neighborhoods,

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals held that such a disparity as

evidenced by the statistical data presented, was a denial of equal

protection of the laws under the fourteenth amendment,, noting:

in a civil rights suit alleging racial discrimination
in*contravention of the fourteenth amendment, actual intent
or motive need not be directly proved. Having determined
that no compelling state interests can be served by the
discriminatory results-of Shaw's administration of municipal
services, we conclude that a violation of equal protection
has occurred.

Hawkins v. Town of Shaw 437 F 2d 1286 at 1291 (5th Cir 1971)

Finally, in Brawn v. Board of Education of the City of Chicaaa,

the court noted_that "it is not necessary in cases where the plaintigf

attempts to prove structurally imposed racial discrimination to prove

intent, motives or purpose." 386 F Supp at 124.
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Thus, regardless of the ,motives involved in -Michigan's syStem

of allocating educational resources, it would appear that the disparate

treatment afforded minority-School children denies them equal protection

of the laws. ,; i.

F. Summa]
.

k 1
The State of Michigan's ultimate responsibility f r the

relative levels of educational services available 07 stu nts \through-
-.I -

.2i.t 1

out the State is beyond argument. That the Stati en to ,,,,-----

. j471 ,
discharge this responsibility througil "local State endie organized

- .!:, .

with plenary powers to carry out the delegated Ipat o_ ' 1.-',n(i'way.,,,

/,': _i

relieves the State of its ultimate responsibil ty for public education

in Michigan.
V

The equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendmen demands

that the Michigan system for providing public education Vices do go

in a way that aveles discriminatory impact on minority st dents. The

U.S. Supreme Court's recent school financing decision did othini to

alter this principle, which was clearly recognized by the feder

courts both before and after the U.S. Supreme Court outlawed segregated

,
I

schools. Indeed, in its recent decision, the Supreme Court wen9 mit

of its way to point out that the alleged discriminatiAT did not I

involve a suspect classification, such as race.

There has been much ongoing debate among professionals as to

whether objective measures of educational services are relevautlin

measuring educational opportunity. However, the federal courts

including the U.S. Supreme Court, have ,sane ,it clear that such

24
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inquiry has no place in a ease ,where thbse Pervices are delivered

unequally to white and minority students:

Finally, the use of statistical data to test the constitutionality

of State acts and practices which have a racially discriminatory result
.

is widely accepted by the courts in both education and other areas as

well. Moreover, proof of discriminatory motive or intent is not required

in such cases, particularly where the system under scrutiny is one

decreed by the Legislature.

IV. CONCLUSION 3

*

The analysis and data presented in Section II indicates that

the Michigan system for providing certain important' public education

services, specifically teachers'and professionals, delivers those

services in a way that produces significant disparities between

minority and white students. The legal analysis, Section III, clearly

demonstrates that such a system is constitutionally defective unless

the State can show the disparity is the necessary by-product of furthering

some compelling-State interest. jt is difficalt.to conceive of any

compelling necessity which justifies this nneqUal treatment of minority

students. Consequently, the present system for providing educational

services in Michigan most probably violates the equal protection clause

of the U.S. Constitution.
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